Let N" be a smooth connected paracompact manifold without boundary. A set D of self-homeomorphisms of M" to itself is called controllable iff the semigroup generated by D acts transitively on M". Theorem A. There is a complete vector field X on M" and a selfhomeomorphism H so that the set D consisting of H, H ~ ' and Xr t E R, is controllable.
The purpose of this paper is to extend and modify some results of the author and H. Sussmann [5] concerning the controllability of a manifold by means of two vector fields. The reader is advised that [5] is an indispensable reference for the material below.
Let M" he a smooth, connected, paracompact manifold without boundary. Consider a set D of homeomorphisms from M" to itself. For our purposes, we shall call D controllable if and only if the semigroup of homeomorphisms generated by D acts transitively on M". That is to say, D is controllable provided that for any points x, y G M" there is a homeomorphism <ï> of M" to itself with <ï>(x) = y and $ of the form $ = 0"1.\ <¡>"'where n¡ > 0 and <i>, G D.
In the context of [5] , controllability was discussed for sets of smooth complete vector fields VJ ■ • ■ Vk. Let V¡ he the diffeomorphism which is obtained by applying the flow generated by V for time t. Then, in the current terminology Vx, . . . , Vk is controllable if and only if the set [V¡, i = 1, 2, . . . , k, t > 0} is controllable. The main result of [5] is that, given A/", one can always find a pair of controllable vector fields X, Y, that is, the set {Xr t > 0} U {Y" t > 0} will be controllable.
The aim of the preseit paper is to find a controllable set D which is, in some sense, even "smaller" than that found in [5] .
We state our results:
Theorem A. Let M" be a connected paracompact smooth manifold without boundary. Then there is a smooth, complete vector field X on M" and a homeomorphism H: M" -> M" so that the set D consisting of H, H~x and all -diffeomorphisms of the form Xt, (£R, is a controllable set.
In other words, Theorem A says that in the group of self-homeomorphisms of M", the subgroup generated by D (which is the same as the semigroup generated by D, since D is closed under taking of inverses) acts transitively on M". In fact, we actually obtain a slightly finer result. Theorem B. Let M" be a compact, connected orientable smooth manifold without boundary, « ^ 4. //« = 0 (4), let the signature of M" be zero. If n > 5 let M" be simply connected.
Then there is a vector field X on M" and a homeomorphism H: M" -» M" so that the set D consisting of H, H ~~ ' and all homeomorphisms of the form Xt, t > 0, is a controllable set.
(Recall that if M" is a closed oriented manifold of dimension « = 0 (4), the signature is an invariant of oriented homotopy type defined as follows:
Since «/2 is an even integer, the cohomology cup-product defines a symmetric bilinear pairing Hn/2(M"; R) <g> Hn/2(M"; R)->R. The signature of this quadratic form is, by definition,the signature of the manifold. (See [3] for details.))
The proofs of Theorems A and B require a careful analysis of the proof of the main result of [5] . We therefore give a short outline of that proof. Recall that the purpose of [5] is to find a pair of controllable vector fields.
We start off in [5] with two vector fields having the following properties. A'0 is a gradient-like vector field for some proper Morse function/on M" having a single relative and absolute minimum. (See [6] , [7] for a good account of Morse functions.) This means X°(f) > 0 and is equal to 0 only at the critical points of/where A'0 also vanishes. Y° is the negative of Xo. In point of fact, however, all the techniques of [5] will go through if Y° is gradient-like for some Morse function having the same critical points as/and if Y° = -A0 in a neighborhood of every critical point.
We then find a certain diffeomorphism G: M" -» M" and let
for x G M". G is a perturbation which is the identity except near the critical points. The effect of this change is simply to shift the critical points of Yx away from those of A0 and to put "stable" and "unstable" manifolds for both flows in general position near critical points. We emerge with a certain picture of the behavior of A'0 and Yx near the original minimum point p of / In particular, there is a disc D" surrounding p with local coordinates (xx, . . . , x"). In these coordinates X°(xx, . . . ,
i.e., X is the "outward pointing" vector field.
Yl is -A'0 near the boundary S"~x of D", but the flow lines converge to a single "sink" q different from p. We then construct a certain pair of vector fields, A and B, which vanish outside a small collar neighborhood of S"~x in D". We set X = Xo + A, (For the reader who may wish to check the details of this construction in [5] , it should be pointed out that, in the outline above, the notation is somewhat different from that used in [5] . The vector field A"0 above is also denoted Xo in [5] , but our Yx is the Y° of [5] . A and B are, respectively, denoted by $($)X(p) and <£(Ç)Y(p) in [5, §7] .)
We are now ready to prove Theorem A. Referring to the outline above, we assume that X and Y have been constructed starting from A"0 and Y° = -Xo.
Definition. Two vector fields V and W are said to be topologically (resp., smoothly) conjugate if and only if there is a homeomorphism (resp. diffeomorphism) H so that H • Vt = Wt ■ H for all t G R. H is called the conjugating homeomorphism (resp. diffeomorphism).
Note that in the outline above, Yx is constructed so as to be smoothly conjugate to Y° with G the conjugating diffeomorphism.
Furthermore, we claim that X, as constructed above, is topologically conjugate to Xo and Y is topologically conjugate to Yx. The proof of this fact is as follows: In constructing X, Y, it turns out that in the disc, D", each trajectory of X (except the degenerate trajectory which is the single point p) flows outward fromp and reaches the boundary S"~~x. (See [5, §7] .) That is, adding A to Xo to obtain X introduces no new zeroes of the vector field and we still have X(f) > 0. (In fact, A is constructed so that X(f) = X°(f).) Now let G he defined as follows: Set G = identity on the closure of M" -D". Let G(p) = p. Any point in D" -p is of the form A",°(x) for some unique s G S"~[, t < 0. Similarly any point in D" -p is also of the form X,(s) in a unique way. We let G(X°(s)) = X,is).
Since this map is the identity on S"~] we obtain a well-defined map G: M" -> M" which is, in fact, a homeomorphism throwing the flow lines of Xo onto the flow lines of X. (To check that G and its inverse are continuous atp, note that G sends /-1(e) homeomorphically onto itself for f(p) < e < fiS"-1).) G is thus the conjugating homeomorphism.
Similarly, Y is conjugate to F1 by an identical construction (although checking continuity at 67 is a bit less direct). Now note that topological conjugacy is implied by smooth conjugacy and is an equivalence relation; moreover, if V is topologically conjugate to W, then -V is topologically conjugate to -W. Thus, X is topologically conjugate to -Y since in the sequence X, Xo, -Y°, -Y ', -Y each element is topologically conjugate to the next (recall we assume Y° = -A0).
Let H be the conjugating homeomorphism, i.e., Applying (!') we obtain y = YtHX_sH-xXh-■ • X,HX_SH-X(X).
Thus, X and H play the role demanded in Theorem A and the proof of Theorem A is complete.
Remark. Note that in order to move x to y we need only apply a homeomorphism which is a concatenation of X/s, H and H~x, where between any two X/s there occurs only H or H ~ ' and not any higher powers.
To prove Theorem B, we must use a few deeper results from differential topology. Assume, henceforth, that M" satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem B, i.e., M" compact, connected, without boundary and orientable, « =£ 4, and if « even, > 6, M" simply connected, and signature Mn = 0ifn = 0 (4). We recall the "twisted double" theorem, which is known classically for 2 and 3 dimensional manifolds and which has been established for manifolds of dimension 5 and greater, under suitable restrictions, by a series of successively sharper results [10] , [4] , [11] .
We quote the sharpest of these: thus critical points in W" correspond 1-1 to critical points in Wq. Write this correspondence as d = die), c = cid). Now G will not, in general, throw nice coordinates around the critical point d G W" onto nice coordinates around cid). In fact (7(c) is not necessarily die). But we may apply the lemma of Cerf [2] and Palais [8] in order to isotop G\W" to a diffeomorphism Gx:
Wnx -» IVS so that:
(a) Gx = G\WX in a neighborhood of 3, (b) Gxid) = cid) for all critical points d of / in W". Clearly, F° is smoothly conjugate to Xo. We also have
Thus, F°(x)(g) > 0 for all x and is 0 only if H~xix)is a critical point of/, i.e., x is a critical point of g. Therefore Y° is a gradient-like vector field for the Morse function g. Now it is clear that critical points of g of index / are critical points of/ of index n -i and that Y° = -Xo in a neighborhood of every critical point.
We may now apply the argument of [5] , as outlined above, to produce a controllable pair of vector fields X, Y with X topologically conjugate to Xo and Y topologically conjugate to Y°. Since topological conjugacy is an equivalence relation, X is topologically conjugate to F by a homeomorphism H so that H ■ X, ■ H ~ ' = Y, for all t. For each x, y G M" we have y = XtYSx-■ ■ XtYSnix), /"i,>0, which we rewrite y = X,HXsH-l-XtHXsH-lix).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Thus, X, H play the role demanded by Theorem B and the proof of Theorem B is complete.
Remark. Note that to move x to y we need only apply a concatenation of Xt's, t > 0, H, and H ~ ' where between any two H/s there occurs only H or H~x, but no higher powers.
